We can choose to #RecoverTogether by investing in each other. Moms and families are rising in support of:

- **New, progressive revenue** - New taxes on wealthy people and mega-corporations as well as luxury goods, will turn our upside-down tax code right-side up and stave off devastating budget cuts.

- **Invest in the business that powers business: childcare** - Invest in affordable, accessible, and culturally and linguistically relevant child care for families as well as living wages and comprehensive benefits for child care providers.

- **Get cash stimulus to communities** - Fund direct-cash assistance to families in need through existing cash assistance programs and through a new broad-based Working Families Tax Credit, which can to get cash to families in need to pay for housing, groceries, bills, transportation, and other essential needs.

We cannot repeat the mistakes of the past and cut our way out of this crisis. In fact, we’re still contending with the harmful and disparate impacts of budget cuts from the Great Recession. For example, the median household income of white families increased following the Recession, but the median household income for Black and Latinx families stalled and the median household income of Indigenous families actually decreased. Communities across our state are experiencing the economic impacts of COVID-19 differently, and budget and policy solutions must be robust and equitable to drive recovery for all.